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PHP Completion

Bug

WI-28806

Autocomplition for static class methods works incorretly

PHP Formatter

Bug

WI-28144

Comment indention doesn't respect formatting settings

Bug

WI-29300

Additional indent is inserted in PHPDoc if caret is located after ()

PHP Inspections

Bug

WI-29325

Unnecessary use statement is shown for group use statement

PHP Refactoring

Bug

WI-29363

Exception is thrown in AutomaticRenamer if anonymous class is returned

Exception WI-29335

Attempt to rename anonymous class lead to Exception

Bug

WI-23965

Type of variadic argument is not array but the singular type

Bug

WI-29331

Anonymous Classes with constructor parameter are not supported

Bug

WI-29324

Group use declarations don't produce errors in PHP <7

Bug

WI-29323

Group use declaration: Leading "\" should produce parse error

Feature

IDEA-51897

statusbar position information enhancement

Bug

IDEA-145360 Export to HTML doesn't work correctly (formatting and include of method
separator aren't correct)

Bug

IDEA-145029 Map help button of the page Startup Tasks to the specified id

Bug

IDEA-146514 Sbt dependencies resolved, but everything is highlighted in red

Bug

IDEA-80190

Bug

IDEA-143163 Focus on windows problems on Mac OS

Bug

IDEA-146372 ExceptionInInitializerError if cancel featured plugin downloading

Bug

IDEA-145925 "Go to changed file" popup (in Show Diff window) do not remember size
change

Bug

IDEA-146222 "Compare file with editor" compares with wrong editor if multiple windows
are open

Run | Debug
configuration

Bug

IDEA-102423 "Save console output to file" saves relative to the IDEA bin directory,
doesn't recognise path variables

Settings Repository

Bug

IDEA-146525 com.intellij.openapi.application.impl.ApplicationImpl.getStateStore()

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-112093 White stripes in Status Bar

Bug

IDEA-146168 Resizing splitted tabs shouldn't start drag

Bug

IDEA-144184 Hit target for the editor window splitters is too small in WebStorm 11 EAP

Bug

IDEA-138300 Settings dialog doesn't detect changes unless changing focus

Usability

IDEA-146491 Do not handle snapshots on EDT

Usability

IDEA-127938 Branch menu "random" location when launched by keymap

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-142197 "Show directories with changed descendants" does not work

Version Control. Git

Bug

IDEA-145083 IntelliJ does not prompt for new password on auth fails

Bug

IDEA-146051 Keyboard shortcuts do not work in Clone Repository window

Bug

IDEA-145811 [GIT] No information about not commited changes on pull

Bug

IDEA-142753 Error updating changes: fatal: '...' is outside repository

PHP lang

No subsystem

Diff_Merge

Project window, compare file with editor should pick last selected editor
window

Usability

IDEA-146142 New "Rebase" feature in the branches menu is not intuitive

No subsystem

Bug

WEB-18319

color picker doesn't work (win 10)

Build tools

Bug

WEB-18685

Startup Tasks: Shared RC is added without enabled checkbox

Usability

WEB-18677

Startup Tasks: double click should open RC to edit

Bug

WEB-17234

org.jetbrains.concurrency.Promise$MessageError: Connection closed

Bug

WEB-17468

Breakpoints in Typescript not working in EAP 11

Bug

WEB-18160

Debugger does not stop on breakpoints in node_modules sources

Exception WEB-15645

Debug: Grunt: com.google.gson.JsonParseException on Step Into

JavaScript

Feature

WEB-1082

Option for configuring style of quotes in 'use strict' pragma added by
WebStorm

JavaScript.
Inspections

Feature

WEB-16353

Code Quality Tools - JSCS: Search for configs(s) Correction

Bug

WEB-16835

TSLint: fill in "Configuration file" field automatically

Bug

WEB-18209

Unused imports are not marked unused

Node.js

Bug

WEB-17823

Import code style from JSCS configuration file: paths to Node.js and JSCS
are not specified

TypeScript

Feature

WEB-18546

Code style option for quotes in generated TypeScript code

Bug

WEB-16426

Typescript array inteface assignment reported as error

Bug

WEB-18580

tsconfig.json compilerOption / out output is not relative to tsconfig file

No subsystem

Bug

PY-17185

Docker: Machine name is marked as inaccessible for existing Docker remote
interpreter

Cucumber

Bug

RUBY-17196

Allow skip words in completion

Debugger

